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Fatigue Warrior: Boost Energy Naturally
and Finally Feel Great Again!
By Angela Watson Robertson

O

ur daily lives often
leave us depleted.
We are pulled in
so many different
directions that we often have
no time left for ourselves. We
give to everyone else and don’t
have any energy left at the end
of the day to do the things we
love. When you have chronic
low-energy life becomes frustrating and exhausting.
I f y o u ’r e o v e r w h e l m e d
with work, family, marriage
or motherhood it’s likely that
all you want to do is read a
good book and have a hot bath
without someone demanding
something from you. Possibly
your calendar is jam-packed
with events, to-do’s, calls, errands and you just can’t take
it anymore.
To top it all off, your body is
starting to show signs of overwhelm. You feel exhausted and
fatigued all day long regardless of how much sleep you
get, you’re craving coffee and
sugar and you can sense that
something isn’t right- you’re
not well. It’s likely you were
even recently told by a doctor
that you have adrenal fatigue
and you don’t know where to
start to get well.
Well, I’m here to tell you
that you’re not alone.
We’ve all found ourselves
completely exhausted and
burned out at one point or another. We have all struggled to
keep our head above the water, only to be brought down
again and again by fatigue and
low energy.
What is Adrenal Fatigue?
Due to our fast-paced and
stress-filled modern lives, over
80 percent of us will experience Adrenal Fatigue multiple
times in our lives. Adrenal fatigue occurs when the adrenal
glands, the small lumps of tis4
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sue located directly above your
kidneys, become triggered. The
primary trigger for the adrenal
glands is stress.

say you are going through a divorce, bankruptcy, the death of
a loved or some type of major
crisis) your adrenal glands will

Angela Watson Robertson. Photo courtesy of Emma Johnson.

Your adrenal glands produce
hormones that are critical for
your well-being: adrenaline,
cortisol and hormones that
regulate the production of your
sex hormones, estrogen and testosterone. When your adrenal
glands are triggered and overextended, your adrenal glands
produce extra amounts of hormones, such as adrenaline. This
is an extraordinary survival
mechanism if you are in danger, but if the stress continues
over a long period of time (let’s

eventually become damaged
from being so hyperactive.
Adrenal Fatigue Symptoms
If you have Adrenal Fatigue,
you may experience one or
more of the following symptoms: weakness, lack of energy,
trouble concentrating, becoming easily confused, forgetfulness, trouble completing basic
tasks you could once handle
easily, hoarse voice, poor digestion, constipation, depression, insomnia, not feeling
rested after waking from sleep,

and relying on naps during the
day.
In addition, you may experience the following:
• You “crash” in the early
part of your day and/or throughout your day
• You feel tired all day at
work and have more energy at
night when you are home
• You’re really exhausted at
night but have trouble falling
asleep
• You feel unrested even after a full night’s sleep
• You experience continual
sweating under your armpits
even after minimal activity
• You are always thirsty
and can’t seem to quench your
thirst; or you have dry mouth;
or you’re always craving salt
• You have blurry vision or
difficulty focusing with your
eyes
• You are continually craving stimulants like coffee, cigarettes, or soda
Yet, you don’t have to feel
this way. There is hope.
So you’ve been told you
have Adrenal Fatigue, now
what?
Treatment of Adrenal Fatigue involves reducing stress
on your body and mind, eliminating toxins from your food
and environment, avoiding
negative thinking and revitalizing your body with the right
healthy food for your body.
Your body is an amazing machine and, when given the right
tools, it can bring itself back
into balance.
Recovery from Adrenal Fatigue and chronic low-energy
is possible, yet it may take patience and often a complete
change in lifestyle. Regardless of how long it takes, the
sooner you get started on the
road to wellness, the sooner
you’ll start feeling better and
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restoring your adrenals to full
health. If you have severe adrenal fatigue, don’t despair. You
can take a number of concrete
steps, as described below, to
heal your adrenals and return
them to optimal health.
1. Remove any food from
your diet that taxes your adrenal glands.
When it comes to healing
from Adrenal Fatigue, and low
energy in general, diet plays a
big role. There are many foods
that support adrenal function,
but first it’s helpful to remove
any foods that are difficult
to digest or contain toxins or
chemicals.
Foods to avoid:
• Caffeine
• Sugar and artificial sweeteners
• Alcohol and soda
• Processed and microwaved foods
• Hydrogenated oils
2 . Add n u t r i e n t - d e n s e
foods to your diet that are
easy to digest and have heal-

ing qualities.
Eliminating foods that don’t
support your adrenals is only
half the battle. Next you need
to add in nutrient-dense foods
to give your body a fighting
chance to heal. Here are some
of my favorite superfoods for
adrenal health:
• Coconut
• Olives
• Avocado
• Cruciferous Vegetables
(cauliflower, broccoli, brussel
sprouts, etc.)
• Fatty Fish (e.g., wildcaught salmon)
• Chicken and turkey
• Nuts, such as walnuts and
almonds
• Seeds, such as pumpkin,
chia and flax
• Kelp and seaweed
• Celtic or Himalayan Sea
Salt
3. Eat a light, balanced
meal every 90 minutes to two
hours.
Most of us eat large meals
1-2 times a day with long
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stretches in between. This is not
helpful when your adrenals are
overextended as about 90 min
to 2 hours after you eat a meal
your bloodstream runs low
on glucose, meaning you’ve
run out of the sugars you consumed. Once this happens,
your adrenal glands are forced
to produce hormones such as
cortisol to keep you going. So,
if you frequently go for long
stretches without eating then
your adrenal glands are under
a constant strain and you’re not
giving them a chance to recuperate.
4. Take these “Core 4”
supplements every day.
This combination of a decline in nutrient-dense food
and an increase in stress, toxins and gut imbalances is why
we can no longer get all of the
vitamins and minerals we need
from our diet alone. It’s what I
refer to as “the perfect storm”
and why I believe everyone
should use a few essential supplements to maintain optimal

levels of nutrients.
1. High-Quality Multi-Vitamin
2. Omega 3s (EPA/DHA,
Fish oil)
3. Vitamin D
4. Probiotic
5. Reduce stress on your
body and your mind.
As you can see, stress reduction is key. Your adrenal glands
have a big job and we can do
a lot to help them out by make
some changes to how we live
our day-to-day life. Here are a
few tips to help reduce stress
on your body and give your
adrenal glands a break so they
can recover fully.
• If you feel tired, rest as
much as possible.
• Sleep 8-10 hours per
night.
• Don’t stay up late. If you
can, get to bed before 10pm
and sleep in until 9 am. 7-9 am
is an important time for adrenal
(Continued on page 6)
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Angela Watson
Robertson ...

adequate time to recover afterward.
The above treatments for
Adrenal Fatigue can be equally
applied to preventing Adrenal
Fatigue in the future. Many people will make drastic changes
in the short-term to heal their
body, but then go right back
into the same lifestyle they had
before, so Adrenal Fatigue becomes a part of their life again
down the road. You don’t have
to be this way. You can allow
this message from your body to
teach you your body’s limits. I
encourage you to continue to
incorporate the above 5 steps
into your daily life and experience the joy, peace, and balance that goes hand in hand
with optimal health.

(Continued from page 5)

repair.
• Get more laughter and
fun in your day.
• Practice deep belly breathing every day. I recommend the
4-7-8 breathing technique.
• Minimize work and relational stress. Set boundaries
with stressful conversations.
• Exercise regularly- even
just walking can help.
• Avoid negative people
and negative self-talk. Surround yourself with people that
encourage you.
• Take time for yourself regularly and do something relaxing.
• If you’ve experienced
deep pain and trauma in your
life, seek support such as
coaching, therapy, or counseling to process any unresolved
emotions.
Adrenal Fatigue Prevention
Once you get your body
back into a state of balance and
wellness, it will be important to
create a lifestyle that will help

Photo of Angela Watson Robertson by Emma Johnson

you avoid Adrenal Fatigue in
the future. The most straightforward way to keep your adrenal glands strong and healthy
is to avoid extended and/or extreme stress and strain that sets
them up to overproduce adrenaline. If possible, cut back on

obligations and manage your
schedule and life in a way that
makes space for rest, relaxation
and time to recover and heal.
All of us experience emotionally and physically intense (and
stressful) times in our lives, but
it’s important to give your body

Angela Watson Robertson, MBA,
CIHC, INHC, is known as The Reinvention Warrior and host of Masters
of Reinvention. Not only has Angela
completely reinvented her own life,
she has created simple, effective tools
to help others transform every area of
their lives – from health, career and
money to relationships, spirituality
and sex. Find her free wellness tips,
course and programs on her website.
For more about the Fatigue Warrior
program go here: www.fatiguewar
rior.com
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The Physics of Sound
How and Why Sound Heals
(An excerpt from The Humming Effect: Sound Healing for Health and Happiness)
By Jonathan Goldman, M.A. and Andi Goldman, M.A., L.P.C.
An examination of the majority of spiritual paths and religions on this planet reveals an
overriding belief that sound was
the primary force of creation.
Examples of this come from the
Old Testament (“And God said,
‘Let there be Light’”) and the
New Testament (“In the beginning was the Word”). It comes
from many other traditions—
Egyptian, Hopi, Mayan, Polynesian, and more—which all
have creation myths that invoke
the power of sound. It is said
in the Hindu spiritual path that
“Nada Brahman”—everything
is sound. Even from a Western
scientific perspective, we talk
about the “Big Bang,” signifying
that the creation of the universe
was somehow sonic in origin.
Modern scientists, like our
ancient mystics, tell us that everything is in a state of vibration, from the electrons moving
around the nucleus of an atom
to planets in distant galaxies
spinning around their suns.
From the very tiny to the very
large, everything vibrates. As
many of our modern physicists
understand, energy and matter are interrelated. Thus, if all
forms of energy are putting out
a vibration, all that energy can
be considered sound, whether
we can hear it or not.
Frequency
Sound is energy that travels as a wave. The wave enters
our ears and travels through
our auditory pathways into our
brain, ultimately affecting our
breathing, heart rate, and nervous system. We experience
this wavelike energy primarily
as a phenomenon that we hear.
However, these waves also pass
into our body, affecting us on a
cellular level.
Sounds are measured in
cycles per second, or frequen-

cy, as measured in hertz (Hz).
Slow-moving waves of sound
create deep tones. A sound with
a frequency of 60 Hz, for example, is very bassy and low. A
sound with fast waves, such as
1,000 cycles per second, would
be a relatively trebly and highpitched. The lowest note on a
piano has a frequency of about
24 Hz, and the highest note is
around 5,000 Hz.
Our range of hearing extends from around 16 Hz to
around 16,000 Hz (or sometimes higher—young children,
for example, can hear upwards
of 18,000 Hz or more). However, just because we can’t
hear something doesn’t mean
a sound isn’t being created. As
an example, our friends in the
ocean, the dolphins, can project and receive frequencies upwards of 180,000 Hz—that’s
more than ten times our best
range of hearing.
Sounds with a frequency
below the human level of
hearing are called infrasound;
sounds with a frequency above
the human level of hearing are
called ultrasound.
Resonance
Knowing that all matter vibrates, we can move on to
explore the idea that every object—including every organ,
bone, and tissue in our body—
has resonance, or a natural
vibratory state. There’s been
much speculation on how to
determine the natural frequencies of a healthy organ. Some
find that they are within the
audible sonic range (between
16 Hz and 16,000 Hz). Others
find that they fall well below
this audi-ble range or, like ultrasound, far above it. When the
body is healthy and balanced,
these vibrations are in harmony
with each other. When the body
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is imbalanced, it is in a state of
dissonance—the resonant qualities of its constituent parts are
in disharmony.
One of the most extraordinary demonstrations of the effects of sound and resonance
was conducted by a visionary
Swiss doctor named Hans Jenny.
Dr. Jenny’s seminal work titled
Cymatics (a Greek word that
means “wave form”), whose
first volume was published in
1967, showed the effects that
sound waves have upon different types of material, including water, pastes, and other
liquids. Dr. Jenny placed these
substances on a steel plate and
vibrated the plate with a crystal
oscillator, which produced an
exact frequency, and then he
photographed the effects. He
photographed liquid plastic (a
material similar to Silly Putty)
that formed into an object resembling a sea anemone, and
ly-copodium dust (a material
similar to talcum powder) that
took on shapes resembling the
cells of the body. Some of his
most amazing photos were of
water, which took on astonishing geometric forms, depending
upon the vibrational frequency
that was used.
Dr. Jenny’s work demonstrates the extraordinary power
of -vibration—that is, sound—to
create form. While the structures
and forms he created with sound
were not living creatures, many
of them certainly look as though
they were. You can almost imagine that, with a “divine” sound
coming from a sacred source, in
the beginning the Word could
indeed create life.
What is equally important
with regard to Dr. Jenny’s experiments is that the effects are
repeatable. If you take the same
substance and expose it to the

same frequency that Dr. Jenny
used, you will get the same
result. This consistent structuring—a certain vibration leads
to a certain form—is a manifestation of resonance. If the
vibration changes, the structure
changes in concert with it.
Several people have carried on Dr. Jenny’s work in the
twenty-first century, including Alexander Lauterwasser of
Germany and John Stuart Reid
of England. In the book The
Humming Effect: Sound Healing for Health and Happiness,
there are two photos taken by
Reid showing the beautiful geometric forms that water took on
when vibrated by two diverse
frequencies on a CymaScope,
a device similar to Dr. Jenny’s.
When you think about the fact
that the human body is mostly
made of water, it’s easy to realize how powerful the effects of
sound can be upon us.
Let’s now examine two different (almost diametrically
opposed) ways in which sound
can be used for healing. Both
involve the concept of resonance.
(Continued on page 11)
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Ballona Wetlands Ecological Reserve
By Tom Porter

Photo by Tom Porter

In the heart of the city of
Los Angeles, there is a special
place where you can experience the awesome beauty and
magic of the natural world.
“The Ballona Wetlands Ecological Reserve always smells
fresh, clean from the grass,
flowers and sagebrush, especially after a spring rain”.
Ballona Wetlands is a unique
area with wild open spaces,
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gobbled up by hungry developers for homes, condos, businesses and recreation areas.
The ecological value of wetlands wasn’t always as appreciated as it is now.
In fact the wetlands are
quickly disappearing all
around the world, there may
be only less than 1% remaining due to population explosion and urban and coastal
development. Often wetlands are located on important waterways like harbors.
This is the case with Ballona,
it is next to the busy Marina
del Rey harbor and a popular
beach at Playa del Rey.
Walter Lamb, of the Ballona
Wetlands Land Trust said, “This
is a fun organization to work
for. We started with an ambitious goal of saving as many
acres as we could and we
saved roughly twice as many
acres as most people originally
thought possible. Our efforts,

where you can see wildlife such
as rare birds, lizards, rabbits, insects, coyotes, aquatic life and
also many types of native plants.
The Ballona Wetlands is a 600
acre ecological preserve owned
by the state of California under
the management of the CA Department of Fish and Wildlife.
At first glance this wetlands may
appear to look like a worthless,
giant vacant lot. A wasteland,
full of weeds, mud and a few
trees, but in reality, under closer
examination, it is a very unique
habitat, a spectacular life saving
oasis for migrating birds, wildlife and plant species both in
freshwater and saltwater.
Sadly, it is one of the last remaining coastal wetlands in the
Los Angeles area, with another
unique wetlands, the Malibu Lagoon State Beach. Tragically 90%
- 95% of California’s coastal wetlands are gone due to development. For decades, the wetland’s
valuable real estate has been
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and the efforts of many other
organizations, helped to create
the Ballona Ecological Reserve.
Our organization focuses on
educational outreach to both
the community and elected officials. We also conduct litigation as a last resort to ensure
environmental and transparency laws are being followed.”
The wetlands are a vital refueling station and stop over
for birds on the Pacific flyway
during migration. It is also
home of many year round bird
residents. Wetlands play an important role in our ecosystem.
Wetlands ecosystems are one
of the most biological diverse
of ecosystems, serving as a
home to a wide variety of flora
and fauna.
The Ballona Wetlands are located in southwestern Los Angeles, between Marina del Rey
and Playa del Rey. The wetlands
once included a vast area of
over 2,000 acres that included
the cities of Venice, Marina del
Rey and Playa del Rey.
The creation of Marina del
Rey and, more recently, the Playa Vista development contributed to the loss of this ecosystem.
Los Angeles Audubon Society sponsors an “Open Wetlands” program, that allows the
public to go on guided bird
walk tours, on the first Saturday of every month from 9
AM. to 12 Noon. The project
helps people understand how
valuable this open space is to
wildlife, native plants and especially birds and marine life.
The Audubon Society community outreach program bring
school children on educational field trips, twice a week to
help young people understand
about nature. They use the environment as their classroom
with hands on learning experiences, taking samples from the
creek water and using microscopes and binoculars, where
children can explore learn
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Flowers amongst the creek. Photo by Tom Porter

about, and discover our natural ecosystem.
“It is an amazing place to
explore nature, it doesn’t get
any better than this!”
- Carol Babeli Director, L. A.
Audubon Society
It has only been recently
that the value and importance
of wetlands have been recognized by the community and
politicians.
THE WETLANDS PROVIDE
(an important role in our natural cycle of life)
Wildlife Habitat
Water Purification
Flood Control
Carbon Sink
Shoreline stability (preventing erosion)
HISTORY
For over 10,000 years the wetlands was home to Native Americans who called them selves the
Tongvas, also know as the Gabrielenos by the early Spaniards.
They were a very powerful tribe
of in the L.A. basin. Spending half
the year in the wetlands and the
other half in the Baldwin Hills, living in the surrounding area. They
were excellent basket weavers.
They would heat their food, not
using direct flame, but would heat

rocks and put them in their water tight baskets with the food to
make it hot. Their staple food was
game they hunted and also acorn
mush in the form of flour.
The Tongvas traded widely
with neighboring tribes and
villages especially with natives
on Catalina Island.
They built sewn-plank canoes, using black tar asphalt
they found on the beach to seal
and waterproof their boats (not
dugouts). The indigenous people would cross over 20 miles
of open ocean water to trade
meat and animal skins with
native Islanders for minerals
such as olla, which was used
for making heat resistant cooking jar or pots. The Tongva also
used quartz to carve bowls from
soapstone deposits and would
work them into desired shapes
and sizes. A fine-grained type
of soapstone was worked into
beads, pendants and pipes.
The other native people in
the area were the Chumash,
which had a substance system
which focused on processing
seeds with metates and manos.
Line catch steelhead trout and
salmon (which as long disappeared from the area) and oth-

er fish. They made beads from
shells of the marine olive snail
(Olivella biplicata).
Named after Ballona creek,
which is now a flood control
channel built in the 1930’s has
disrupted the natural flow cycles of the seasons has greatly
reduced the inflow of of salt
water to the marsh The artificial channel has also eliminated the spring floods which
replenished life giving fresh
water to the marsh and its wildlife. The land is originally from
the Paseo de las Carretas land
grant from Philip the Second,
the king of Spain in 1839.
Many organizations, such as
Heal the Bay and Friends of Ballona Wetlands, are also involved
in the discussion of how to best
restore this priceless resource,
because the planning process
is so far behind schedule, Heal
the Bay created the following
petition to greater transparency
and accountability.
The Army Corp of Engineers
is preparing a long overdue
Environmental Impact Report/

Statement (EIR/EIS)
The Ballona Wetlands Ecological Reserve is a thriving
habitat community but community involvement is still
needed to protect this important and fragile environment.
Remember Please come the
first Saturday of every month 9
a.m. to 12 p.m.
We hope you come to see
and enjoy this awesome natural world!
Tom Porter produces the video series Animal Consciousness, which has
featured Guide to Whale Watching,
sea otters, elephant seals, sea lions
and bird rescues. Tom was a student
and educator about the Cruising
Classroom at U.C.L.A. in Marine Science. Currently he is working with
Craig Downer on the Maverick Mustangs of the Salt River. Tom’s goal
is to inspire and empower people to
care about animals and the planet.

Photo by Tom Porter
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Where to Find the ‘Real’ King Arthur
By Carmel Niland
Hollywood is making yet
another movie about the legendary King Arthur in which
the once and future King can
be found living in an ancient
London (Londonium)! However, as Carmel Niland, author of A Darker Magic This
Way Comes, writes below, it is
highly unlikely King Arthur was
ever in ancient London. Here’s
her guide to finding evidence
of the REAL King Arthur in and
around Britain.
The whole of Britain resonates with King Arthur: from
Arthur’s Seat that overlooks Edinburgh, to the Roman fort of
Caerleon in Wales, to the Round
Table in Hampshire, or to Castle
Cadbury near the Camel River
in Somerset, the most likely location of his famed castle, Camelot. But Cornwall claims his
birthplace, his youthful castle,
his hunting lodge, his grave and
the resting place of his magical
sword, Excalibur.
Cornwell delivers six of the
top ten sights no more than thirty miles apart. The rest are scattered wherever his adventures
took him. Let’s see where we
can find Arthur’s footsteps.
Number 10 Tintagel Castle
About six hundred years after
the death of King Arthur, Geoffrey of Monmouth identified the
beautiful headland fort at Tintagel in North Cornwell as his
place of conception. Despite

10 / A W A R E N E S S M A G A Z I N E

Tintagel’s spectacular setting it
does not make strategic sense
for the warlord Gorlois, husband of Arthur’s mother, to be
living there. It has a small harbour with no river access and
has limited views of the coast
line. Tintagel was not heavily
fortified and it was a long way
from where his overlords lived.
Archaeological findings have
confirmed sixth century occupation with luxury imported
pottery there but this is a little
late for Arthur, who died somewhere between 500 and 510.
Today, Tintagel is one of the
most visited sites in Cornwall.
So where was Arthur born?
Number 9 The Rumps
Everyone has heard of Tintagel Castle but the Rumps, a twin
headland fifteen miles down the
coast towards Padstow, sounds
like a good place for a barbeque
rather than a royal palace for
the birth of the king.
If Gorlois wanted to ensure
that his wife Ygern, and daughters Morgana and Morgause,
were safe when he was away
rampaging and pillaging, the
Rumps was a far better choice
for him than Tintagel. It was
an Iron Age Fort on the headlands of the strategically important Camel River and a narrow
neck guarded by four ramparts
protected it. Besides being one
of the most spectacular sites
in Cornwall, Gorlois had clear

ocean views up and down the
Atlantic coast and of Padstow
harbour. From there he could
glimpse the main traffic route
across the spine of Cornwall. In
the Arthurian legend, at a time
around 460, Gorlois was away.
Uther Pendragon, who was infatuated with Ygern, is guided
there and assisted by Merlin,
Disguised to look like Gorlois,
he seduces Ygern. From their
union, Arthur would be born.
But the story of magic and
seduction does not end there.
When Arthur becomes King his
wife, Guinevere is herself seduced by Lancelot, a great warrior and beloved friend of the
king with tragic consequences.
This leads us to a very similar tale
of King Mark at Castle Dore.
Number 8 Castle Dore
Castle Dore is a ring fort above
the Fowey estuary about 25 miles
from the Rumps. All that remains
of it are two ditches, which surround a circle about 259 feet
in diameter. If you blink while
are driving or walking along the
B3269 looking for a hill fort,
you’ll miss it. But the legend of
King Mark and his beloved nephew, Tristan, who he sends off to
escort his bride Iseult to their
wedding at Castle Dore, is one
of the most powerful romances
ever told. The tragic story of the
lovers and their death in Brittany
has become the inspiration for
many poems, novels and operas.
The story of Arthur is curiously
interwoven with this other Cornish king, who reigned around
the same time. Both stories share
the themes of an all absorbing
passion, of ill-fated lovers, of a
hero who falls for the king’s wife,
seduction and betrayal, the inevitable tragedy follows. Many
writers claim that Tristan was also
a knight of the Round Table.
Nearby the castle is the
“Tristan Stone.” It is generally
agreed it has been moved from
Castle Dore. An ancient weathered stone about seven feet in

height with a chiselled inscription on its front face that reads:
“Drustanus lies here, the son of
Cunomorus.” While Drustan is
a variant of Tristan, Cunomorus
is a Latinisation of the Romano
British Cynvawr, a Celtic name
long associated with King Mark.
No one has found his grave.
Number 7 Castle- an- Dinas
Now we backtrack to one of
the largest and best preserved
hillforts in Cornwall. After Gorlois was murdered, Uther Pendragon had no desire to live
with his newly born son in another man’s castle. As a prince
who had lived through the murder of his father and his brother Constans, protecting Arthur
must have been his first priority.
He and Ygern set out to explore
the local real estate; looking for
a place of safety. When their
horses climbed Castle an Dinas
(pron Dine-as)-they would find
three massive ramparts around
a circular fort with excellent
views of every approach, a
source of pure water, and good
hunting grounds. Uther’s military eye would tell him that he
could easily hold this castle.
Uther would bequeath this castle to Arthur and local legend
describes it as Arthur’s favourite
hunting lodge.
Number 6…Dozmare Pond
Twenty miles from Castle an
Dinas sits Dozmare Pond. How
the pool must have looked in
Arthur’s day when he rowed
out to the Lady of the Lake to
receive from her a white sword
that blazed with the light of
thirty torches and its magical
scabbard. In his time willows
and pin oaks rose above mossy
(Continued on page 15)
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(Continued from page 7)

How Sound Can Heal:
Method One
For this first method of healing with sound, let’s visualize
a healthy body like an orchestra that is playing all together
in balance and harmony. Let’s
call this music the “symphony
of the self.”
Using this metaphor of the
body as an orchestra, what
happens when the second violin player loses his sheet music? Pretty soon that violin
player might begin to play the
wrong notes and the wrong
rhythm. Usually, in a very short
amount of time, the rest of the
string section begins to sound
off. In fact, as this dissonance
develops, you’ll begin to notice
that there’s something wrong
with the entire orchestra. It just
doesn’t sound right.
This is akin to a part of our
body vibrating out of its healthy
-resonance—it’s vibrating out of
tune and out of ease, and we then
say that this part of our body is
diseased (dis-eased). One of the
basic principles of using sound
as a healing modality is to restore
the part of the body that is diseased back into a state of healthy
resonance. It is very much like
getting the sheet music back to
that string player.
It seems appropriate at this
time to honor Dr. Peter Guy
Manners, one of Jonathan’s
mentors and one of the great
pioneers in the field of sound
therapy. Dr. Manners passed
away at the turn of this century, but he had been engaged
in the research and practice of
sound healing since the 1950s.
His work focused on finding the
correct frequencies to restore
healthy resonance to different
parts of the body for different
conditions. He created the “Cymatic Instrument” (now known
by other names), which had the
ability to project over six hundred different combinations of
frequencies (which he called
“commutations”) in or-der to
strengthen an imbalanced portion of our anatomy. Due to
some legal issues, his work

(and his instrument) was not
as well known at the time as it
perhaps could have been. However, today trained practitioners
in the field of sound healing
readily employ numerous devices based upon the work of
Dr. Manners, with remarkable
healing benefit.
Although we have been introduced to many different
types of instruments designed
for sound healing, our preferred
instrument is one that doesn’t
require electricity or batteries,
has an owner’s manual that’s really simple to use, and is free.
This instrument is, of course,
our own voice. And it’s what
we’ve been teaching for dozens of years.
Please note: we are not
talking about using the voice
in a musical fashion such as
singing—that’s entertainment.
We’re not talking about getting
up in front of an audience and
singing “Strangers in the Night”
or whatever song turns you on.
Here, in relation to sound specifically utilized for healing,
we’re talking about the concept
of entrainment.
The term entrainment comes
from physics, and it describes
the way in which the vibrations of one object can affect
the vibrations of another object. Through entrainment, we
can synchronize or harmonize
one vibration with another. For
example, we can use our own
voice to vocalize a tone through
humming that can entrain vibrations in other parts of our bodies, bringing them into a state
of balance.
There are many ways to use
entrainment for sound healing.
At a basic level, you can use
vibration—humming—to restore the natural resonance of
an organ or system. When an
organ begins to vibrate out of its
natural frequency, its energy becomes blocked. The organ then
becomes vulnerable to potential
imbalances—deterioration, disease, viruses, bacteria, and so
on. When we reinforce its natural frequency, the organ’s resonance is restored, it regains its
energy, the intruder energy that
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was causing damage ceases to
exist, and the organ is restored
to health.
You might also use different rhythms to influence bodily
pulses, such as our heartbeat,
respiration, and brainwaves.
Or you can use sounds that are
slightly out of tune, called “beat
frequencies,” which can be applied in a specific manner to
influence brain waves. We will
discuss some of these uses of
entrainment later in this book.
How Sound Can Heal:
Method Two
With this second method,
sound is used in an opposite
manner. Instead of focusing
on the organ and reinforcing
its healthy, natural vibratory
state, this method focuses on
the intruder—that pathogen or
energy that is causing harm to
the organ.
You can find videos of people shattering wine glasses
with their voices on YouTube.
Even such reputable shows as
the Discovery Channel’s MythBusters have recorded the phe-

nomenon. When a singer is
able to match the resonance
of the wine glass with his or
her voice with great amplitude
(volume), the glass begins to
vibrate and ultimately shatters.
This ability of sound to disintegrate matter has been known
for a long time. Remember the
story of Joshua and the walls of
Jericho in the Old Testament?
Joshua and his men blew horns
and gave a great shout and the
walls crumbled.
With sufficient amplitude,
sound is powerful enough to
cause any object to shatter
when its resonant frequency
matches that of the object. This
second approach to sound healing focuses on using sound to
disintegrate whatever pathogen,
malignancy, or energy is causing harm to the body.
In the early 1930s, a scientist named Royal Rife invented an instrument that was
said to be able to shatter cancer cells and their pathogenic
precursors (he believed that
(Continued on page 20)
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The Golden Lotus Within:
Techniques to Develop a Prosperity Mindset
By Lindsey Barber
Everyone has a different perspective on prosperity. The concept generally is understood as
material wealth, but spiritual,
emotional and social prosperity
are equally important because
they are the internal precursors to the external reality and
once you’ve tapped into them,
you can channel a wonderful
state of well-being and faith in
the universe regardless of your
physical surroundings.
You can cultivate spiritual
and emotional prosperity on a
daily basis by connecting with
the divine creative conscience
and the power of unconditional love, by having faith in
yourself to fulfill your commitments, and by having faith in
others to do their best.
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1) Wr ite this down: I ,
__________________________,
commit to loving myself unconditionally every day. I will
ask myself this question as often as I can: What would someone, who loved themselves, do
in this moment? Put this on
your wall and in your wallet to
remind you.
2) More time for You! Take
stock of your daily routines and
how much time you spend on
hygiene and self care, household chores, working, playing,
connecting with loved ones,
relaxing, working out, meditating, studying, manifesting
your vision etc. Write down the
amount of time you spend each
day like a reflective schedule.
Becoming mindful of your dai-

ly habits will help you make
more space for prosperous behaviors like going to the spa,
taking yourself on a date, and
visualizing your ideal life.
3) Pick 1 area of your life in
which you want to cultivate
more prosperity such as Family, Finances, or your Vision.
4) Gratitudes: Find things
you are grateful for in these
areas of your life, regardless of
your level of lack or prosperity in that area. Gratitude automatically brings us to a higher
vibration, which allows us to
attract more prosperity in these
areas. Example: “I’m grateful I
have enough material prosperity to live a decent life.”
5) Visualize and Write out
a Vision of Prosperity: Begin
this process by doing something that helps you get out of
your head. Examples include
meditating, listening to uplifting music, painting, hiking,
yoga, etc. After 10-30 minutes
of this activity, sit down and
write or if you prefer, record
yourself in a voice memo on
your phone. Just write or say
whatever comes to mind with
the intention of eventually
getting to your ideal vision
of your life and more specifically as it relates to the areas
in which you want to cultivate
more prosperity. Do this until
you have nothing left to say
or write, then go back and review. Delete anything that is
diminishing, self-doubting or
muddled. Then rewrite/record
your ideal vision in present
tense and using only positive
high vibrational language. Do
this as many times as necessary, until it is one page or ten
minutes or less. Refer to this on
a daily basis.
6) Record your own guided visualization with affirmations: Write out a script

in which you begin with deep
breathing and grounding exercises. My favorite is imagining that my feet or sit bones
have roots growing deep into
the earth. As I inhale through
my nose, I draw mother earth’s
golden energy up my roots and
up my spine and out the top of
my head, where they expand
like a beautiful tree then I release on the exhale everything
that doesn’t serve me as silver
rain back to mother earth. Then
move into a visualization describing your ideal day using
all five senses, specifically detailing the way you feel in every moment. Use your vision
statement to help you write
this. Use “I am” as often as possible instead of “I will”.
7) Celebrate successes: Every time you experience a moment of prosperity no matter how
small celebrate it and out loud if
possible. Say things like “Great
Job, ____________________,”
using your name or “Thank
you universe for this opportunity.” Every night as you are falling asleep take stock of all the
things you did well, ONLY the
things you did well. If you find
yourself falling back into selfcriticism repeat this mantra out
loud or silently to yourself, “I
trust myself. I am Free. I am
love. I trust myself. I am free. I
am love,” until you fall asleep.
Doing these practices on a
regular basis will send positive energy out into the universe and attract abundance
into your life. You will feel connected. You will feel whole.
Lindsey Barber leads workshops
on Self Love, Prosperity, and Dance
Meditation in the greater Los Angeles Area. She lives in Venice Beach,
where she enjoys sharing pathways to
peace and the divine teacher within.
Here she highlights some creative
ways to cultivate prosperity in all aspects of your life!
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Get into the Swing of Things:
Reiki and Money:
Ruby and Self-Motivation
Creating Health Around Wealth
By Amy and Ofer Erez
Money is a big topic and
often one with a lot of emotional juice surrounding it.
It is also a topic that is filled
with trite sayings and overused idioms oft repeated in
the world of spirituality.
One of the most widely promoted concepts is that money
is energy. Those of us who live
in the world of Reiki, a practice
based on Universal Life Energy,
discover over time, that money
is only one part of a broader
expression of energy that can
be expanded and shared.
As we explore the practice
of Reiki in all its facets, we
discover its numerous qualities and how it can affect
many different aspects of life.
Reiki, as an energy, has the
ability to circulate throughout the body. It also expands
beyond the body, awakening
images and ideas, insights and
memories. Reiki radiates outwardly as well, moving into
other dimensions, connecting
us to the ephemeral and the
concrete simultaneously.
The initiated Reiki practitioner, through regular practice,
comes to understand that Reiki
is truly infinite. This quality of
being infinite means there is always an abundance or surplus
available at any time for every
need. In fact, the more Reiki
is used, the more benefits are
given and received. There is no
need to fear that Reiki will run
out; no need to hoard it or limit its expenditure. This infinite
quality also means that Reiki
can readily be shared with others and kept for personal use.
Belief systems have a huge
impact on the way we relate
to Reiki and other forms of energy. When money is truly believed to be a form of energy,
all of the qualities we attribute
to Reiki can be seen in terms of
money. For example, money is
a construct of human society,

so money is truly infinite.
This is because humans get
to define money, what form it
takes and can add money to
circulation at will. As money
is circulated throughout society, it becomes an energetic representation that when
spent results in the acquisition
of concrete materials. And just
like Reiki, money can also be
readily shared with others and/
or kept for personal use.
When considering the place
of money in our lives, it is helpful to recognize that there are
many areas in life that have the
potential for wealth and abundance – health, relationships,
knowledge, creativity, skills,
money, spirituality, natural
resources, and time are some
of them. What is abundant in
your life?
Do you have surplus in
some areas? What are a few
ways to increase abundance in
these aspects?
These are just a few questions to begin an exploration
into creating health around
wealth. So, place your Reiki
hands on yourself and ponder
these ideas. See what answers
Reiki helps you perceive. Even
if you are not a Reiki practitioner, you can use your meditation or yoga practice to explore
these ideas.
Let your mind free of it’s preconceived restraints surrounding money and listen for new
and prosperous ideas to flow
into your life.
Amy and Ofer Erez have been
leading a lifestyle based on the Sugi
Way for over 25 years. Their initial
influences came from the practices of
Tai Chi Gong and Yoga, respectively,
beginning in their teens. Reiki Mastery put them both on a path guided
by the profoundly transformational
practice of Reiki. They skillfully integrate knowledge gained in over 30
years of professional and personal
discoveries. www.SugiHealth.com
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By Margaret Ann Lembo

Do you need to improve
your vim and vigor? Do you
need a bit of motivation to get
things done? It’s time to get
things moving with a ruby in
hand as your gemstone ally.
Ruby increases your passion
for life when used with conscious intent.
The lazy days of summer are
coming to an end officially with
the Autumnal Equinox. Though
once Labor Day rolls around
here in the USA, it is the unofficial end of summer. It’s that time
to get into the swing of things,
though it isn’t necessary to return to old routines or the old
rut. Instead, let that swing you
into a place of motivation and
movement to immerse yourself
into a passionate approach to
your life. Whether you are returning from a summer home,
a vacation, or making the shift
into getting the children back to
school, ruby is the perfect stone
to use when an activity requires
physical endurance.
If you’ve been procrastinating, ruby gives you the jumpstart you need to begin a task
or project. Rub a ruby to get
your mind wrapped around
the idea that it is time to move
forward and take action. This
brilliant gemstone is a motivational tool to help you complete tasks. Rubies are helpful
to get you fired up when you
are feeling blasé about life. If
you’ve been lacking enthusiasm and generally feel bored,

the red energy of ruby will get
your blood flowing. Get your
energy centers recharged and
renew your passion for living
a vibrant life!
Affirm this with your ruby
in hand:
Vital life force flows vibrantly through me. I am strong and
health. I’m self-motivated to be
productive. My tasks and creative projects are completed
with ease. I am grateful for my
energetic passion for life! I am
abundant. I am safe.
Margaret Ann Lembo is the author of TMargaret Ann Lembo is the
author of Chakra Awakening; Essential Guide to Crystals, Minerals and
Stones; the Essential Guide to Aromatherapy and Vibrational Healing;
the Crystal Intentions Oracle; Masters, Mystics, Saints and Gemstone
Guardians Cards and more. She is a
spiritual entrepreneur, aromatherapist, and the owner of The Crystal
Garden — a bookstore, in southeast
Florida. Find out more about Margaret Ann at www.MargaretAnnLembo.
com; www.TheCrystalGarden.com;
and www.AcademyoftheSpiritualArts.
com or email at margaret@margare
tannlembo.com

Education is an ornament
in prosperity and a refuge
in adversity.
~ Aristotle
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In Memoriam: Louise Hay
By Lindsay McGinty

Louise Hay - photo courtesy
of Charles Bush.

Our beloved friend and
founder Louise Hay transitioned
on August 30, 2017 of natural
causes at age 90. She passed
peacefully in her sleep.
Louise was an incredible
visionary and advocate. Everyone who had the privilege to
meet her, either in person or
through her words, felt her passion for serving others.
Considered a founder of the
self-help movement, Louise
was dubbed “the closest thing
to a living saint.” She published
her first book, Heal Your Body,
in 1976 (at age 50) long before it was fashionable to discuss the connection between
the mind and body.
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Louise started what would
become her life’s work in New
York City in 1970. She began attending meetings at the Church
of Religious Science and then
entered a ministerial program.
She became a popular speaker
at the church, and soon found
herself counseling clients. This
work quickly blossomed into a
full-time career. After several
years, Louise compiled a reference guide detailing the mental
causes of physical ailments and
developed positive thought patterns for reversing illness and
creating health. This compilation was the basis for Heal Your
Body, also known affectionately
as “the little blue book.”
Louise was able to put her
philosophies into practice
when she was diagnosed with
cancer. She considered the alternatives to surgery and drugs,
and instead developed an intensive program of affirmations, visualization, nutritional
cleansing, and psychotherapy.
Within six months, she was
completely healed of cancer.
In 1980, Louise began putting her workshop methods
on paper. In 1984, her second book, You Can Heal Your

Life, was published. In it, Louise explained how our beliefs
and ideas about ourselves are
often the cause of our emotional problems and physical
maladies and how, by using
certain tools, we can change
our thinking and our lives for
the better.
You Can Heal Your Life became a New York Times bestseller and spent 16 weeks on the
list. More than 50 million copies
of You Can Heal Your Life have
been sold throughout the world.
In 1985, Louise began her
famous support group, “The
Hayride,” with six men diagnosed with AIDS. By 1988, the
group had grown to a weekly
gathering of 800 people and
had moved to an auditorium in
West Hollywood. Once again,
Louise had started a movement
of love and support long before
people began to wear red ribbons on their lapels.
In 1987, what began as a
small venture in the living
room of her home turned into
Hay House, Inc.: a successful publishing company that
has sold millions of books and
products worldwide and now
has offices in California, New

York, London, Sydney, Johannesburg, and New Delhi.
“Meeting Louise changed
the direction of my life,” said
Reid Tracy, President and CEO
of Hay House, Inc.
“Her passion for serving others translated into everything
she did. Simply by working
alongside her, an analytical accountant like me transformed
into someone who became
aware of the power of affirmations and self-love. Being able
to learn from her has been one
of my life’s greatest blessings.
The beauty of Louise was that
you didn’t have to work alongside her to learn from her, you
felt like you were there with
her with every word you read
or heard.”
Hay House has published
works by many notable authors
in the self-help movement, including Dr. Wayne Dyer, Doreen Virtue, Dr. Christiane
Northrup, and Esther and Jerry
Hicks, among others.
Louise was very vocal in her
belief that age was irrelevant to
achieving one’s dreams. To that
point, at 81, Louise released
her first-ever film on her life
and work, You Can Heal Your
Life: The Movie.
Hay House will carry on
Louise’s legacy and continue
to publish products and online
learning courses that align with
her message of self-improvement and self-love.
Louise Hay’s estate, as well
as all future royalties, will be
donated to The Hay Foundation,
a nonprofit organization established by Louise that financially
supports diverse organizations
supplying food, shelter, counseling, hospice care, and funds
to those in need.
The service in honor of Louise L. Hay will be a private and
intimate event. In lieu of flowers, we welcome your donations to the Hay Foundation.
www.hayfoundation.org
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The ‘Real”
King Arthur...
(Continued from page 10)

rocks surrounding the pool and
Dozmare’s leaden water had
an ethereal beauty and tranquillity. Later,Merlin would tell
Arthur that the scabbard of Excalibur was more powerful than
the sword itself because whenever he wore it he would never
lose any blood or be severely
wounded. Gorlois’ daughter
and Arthur’s half-sister Morgana, the evil sorceress, stole
the scabbard minutes before
the fateful battle on Badon Hill
to enable their incestuous son,
Modred, to strike the fateful
blow that killed Arthur.
Today, Dozmare Pool is a
sheet of water a mile in circumference and nine feet deep. It
is there that Arthur’s best friend
Bedivere fulfils Arthur’s dying
request to return his dazzling
sword to the Lady of the Lake.
But it took three attempts before he flung it high into the air
over the water and a woman’s
arm reached out of the pool and
caught Excalibur and carried it
into its murky depths.
There are local stories that
the pool was a place where
the sons of tribal chieftains and
petty kings threw their fathers’
swords after battles but so far no
sword has been recovered.
Number 5 Dinas Emrys in
Wales
Wales is a magical land and
there are two remote places in
Wales with strong connections
to Merlin. The best known is a
hilltop fort in Snowdonia called
Dinas Emrys. This fort is a rocky
hill 250 feet high. The warlord
Vortigern built this remote fortress as a bolthole. His builders would construct a wall one
day and it would fall down that
night When it happened the
third time, his druids told him
to sprinkle the wall with the
blood of a fatherless boy. Merlin was brought to him as such
a child and he revealed that the
wall was collapsing because
underneath in a pool lived two

dragons one red, one white.
The red dragon represented the
Britons and the white, the Saxons and the white dragon would
win temporarily before the red
would be victorious. Vortigern
gave Merlin (Emrys) the castle,
hence its name and from that
event the red dragon became
the symbol of Wales. In the fifties and the sixties archaeologists found the remains of a fifth
century fortification and an enclosed pool that had been rebuilt maybe three times.
Merlin had a bolthole, too.
It was on a beautiful remote island, Bardsey, across from the
Holy Isle. It is where Merlin
built a “house of glass” presumely as an observatory of
either the stars or of the migratory paths of his beloved birds.
It is said he is buried there with
20,000 other Welsh saints.
Number 4 Caerleon Fort
in Wales
One of the delights of Wales
is Caerleon, a former Roman
fortress close to the mouth of
the tidal river Usk that empties
into the Severn Sea. The fort is
well sited above the river’s flood
plain on a ridge and it was originally flanked by meadows and
wooded groves. The Romans
housed over five thousand professional soldiers in its wooden
and stone barracks and built for
them excellent facilities.
By King Arthur’s time, about
473, Caerleon had partly been
stripped bare by the departing
soldiers and by plundering locals. Merlin guides the young
Arthur with his foster brother,
Kai, and his best friend Bedwyn, there to assess its suitability for their purposes. Shortly
after Arthur settled into Caer-
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leon he received an uninvited
and unknown guest, a sorceress named Morgana. She was
tall, beautiful, raven haired with
amber eyes and she seduced
Arthur and left his bed before
the dawn’s light. The last time
Arthur had seen his half-sister
was when he was four. From
their union came their son, Modred, who was raised secretly
by Morgana “to murder Arthur
and usurp his throne!”
Number 3 The Round
Table
Arthur’s bride Guinevere
came with a dowry that included a great, heavy round table
crafted by Merlin at the bidding of Arthur’s father, Uther
Pendragon. It was enormous;
it seated a hundred comfortably and was built because all
the kings of Britain wanted sit
at the head of the long board
table. Merlin knew that a round
table “round in the likeness of
the world” had no seat of honour where one king or knight
would be higher in favour than
the rest. Other legends suggest
that the Round Table was only
for twelve knights and one king
and that it was a replica of the
table used at the Last Supper
with one seat vacant symbolising that used by Judas, nevertheless Merlin prophesised that
it would be filled in due course.
This seat, called the Siege Perilous, on which none but the
purest knight would perish, had
its title inscribed on the back
of the chair but the stories tell
how two very different knights
once sat in it: Percival, who

was known as the Perfect Fool
perhaps because of his limited
ability and Galahad, the youngest knight known for his purity
and his ferocity in battle.
The Fellowship of the Round
Table, where every knight despite
his birth was treated equally, led
to a sworn code of behaviour,
again crafted by Merlin which
obliged every knight to help anyone in distress who approached
the Table and appealed for their
help provided they had a fair
and honest request.
Number 2 Cadbury Fort…
Camelot?
The nearest hill fort to Glastonbury is Cadbury. It is generally recognised as the site of
the fabled Camelot. It is hard
to imagine that this great green
was a defensive stronghold
much less the magical Camelot
of legend. Particularly so after
a visit to Caerleon, which was
and still is a luxurious resort by
comparison. Cadbury is a limestone and sandstone hill 500
feet above sea level crowned
with an 18 acre plateau surrounded by five circles of bank
and ditch ramparts. Spring water is available at Arthur’s Well
at the northeast entrance. Archaeological digs have uncovered the remains of a generous
Great Hall that is 66ft long and
33ft wide. Nearby are the hidden remains of timber buildings
that could have housed war
bands, servants and horses. It
is definitely a command centre
where a leader with uncommon
resources lived but it is hard to
(Continued on page 20)
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7561 Center Ave., #8
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
(in Old World Village)

(714) 891-5117
www.thelivingtemple.com
Email: thelivingtemple@earthlink.net

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 11:00am to 7:00pm
and Sunday 12:00 to 6:00pm

COUNSELING and GUIDANCE
GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR PERSONAL GATEKEEPER...

The producer/director of the play your soul wrote before you came into this lifetime
St. Germain’s teachings for 2017
will be about Sacred Alchemy and
how that transforms our lives.
Personal Growth will continue.

Molly Rowland

Molly Rowland trans-channels
St. Germain, The Council of LightAscended Masters and members
of the Space Brotherhood. Her
ability to put you in touch with
your personal Gatekeeper is unique. She is a Medical Intuitive,
Astrological Consultant and Tarot
reader with over 40 years experience.

Our fall intensive will be November 10, 11-12. The title is
“The Elements and Elementals
of Magik”. The elements effect
everything in life. Each person
has a primary element that is the
element most easily accessed in
many situations. It also shows in
the personality and the nature.
All elements are accessible, but
the primary element is a personal
dynamic. Join us in person or by
phone. Contact Molly.

Our newsletter, “Pot of Gold”
is a free monthly offering.
For more information, visit:

voiceofthegatekeepers.com
email: mollyrowland22@gmail.com
P.O. Box 1052, Lander, WY 82520

(307) 335-8113

45th Annual Cancer Convention — Sept. 2, 3 & 4, 2017 — Glendale Hilton
www.cancercontrolsociety.com
SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2017
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EDUCATION
CALIFORNIA COLLEGE OF NATURAL MEdICINE
ccnM is a non-profit 501c3
school, licensed to operate by
the california Bureau for private
post-Secondary Education, offering both entry level and advanced
continued education.
we offer both online and residential professional trainings in a
wide spectrum of energy medicine
and holistic health. one of our

strengths is our experienced staff
and faculty!

CCNM PROFESSIONAL
TRAININGS

*clinical nutritionist *Holistic
Health Practitioner (neuro-Physical Reprogramming) *naturopathic
Practitioner *nutraceutical consultant *Homeopathic Endocrinology

*Master Herbalist *Homeopathic
Practitioner *Integrative Reflexology *Master Qigong Practitioner
*Manual Holistic Medicine *Biological Dental consultant *Practitioner
Prerequisites.

(800) 421-5027
www.cconm.com

GRAPHIC DESIGN/PHOTOGRAPHY
CHRYSALIS CONSULTING and DESIGN
the transformation you deserve®
do you and/or your company need
help with any aspect of your business? chrysalis provides business
consulting, graphic design, photography and marketing.

CHRYSALIS
Consulting and Design
Business & personal consulting
Graphic design/photography

phoToGRaphY
• Events and People
• Nature and Documentary
• Architecture and Real Estate

• Business and Commercial
• Artistic and Travel

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GRaphic dESiGn
Business Cards
Corporate Ids and Logos
Brochures
Posters
Color Specialist

Signs and Menus
Stationery
CDs and DVDs
Real Estate Ads
Newsletters
Book Covers
Type Setting

(323) 673-1088
ChrysalisConsultDesign
@gmail.com

HEALERS
IntuItIve HolIstIc energy Healer

Daniel the Healer

we humans are more than just
individual organs and systems.
Many times, when you are suffering, the true cause is not rooted in
the physical. The real reason may
be an emotional disturbance or an
energetic imbalance. one needs
to look at you holistically, looking
at your physical, emotional, mental
and spiritual levels all at once.

I can do this for you. So if you
have been going to doctor after
doctor and no one can figure you
out, or you despise medications
and their side effects, i offer you alternative solutions for well-being.

office in Encino, ca
but i also work very effectively
over Skype

You can find more
information at
DanielTheHealer.com.
For appointments please
call (818) 855-1377 or
email me at
daniel@danielthehealer.com
Experience Healing
with Love!

HOLISTIC DENTISTS
Affordable Holistic Dental Clinic in Mexico
AMERICAN

• $50 Exam includes Teeth
Cleaning & Panoramic
X-rays
• $75-$85 Mercury Filling
replacement with Bio
Compatible Composites
• $150 Wisdom Teeth
Extractions by U.S.-trained
MD, DDS, Surgeon
The american Bio-dental center follows “The huggins protocol”
for dental revisions and detoxification.
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• Quality, safe dentistry at a
fraction of the cost
• Safe Silver (Mercury) Fillings
Removal
• Bio-compatible Dental Materials
• Environmentally friendly office
at the five-star Grand hotel
• Five minute cab drive from
the border

ing the American Bio-Dental Center.
They did an excellent job at a fraction
of the cost! I am so pleased to have
found a biological dentistry clinic
with the advanced training from Dr.
Huggins to refer my clients to.”
— Joyce Johnson, phd,
nutritionist, author, Talk Show host

Call today!

I spent a fortune with another holistic dentist in the US before discover-

1 (877) 231-5701
www.americanbiodental.com
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HOLISTIC DENTISTS

Holistic Dentistry . . . Relax in our Spa-Like office

JEFFRY S. KERBS, D.D.S.
The art of creating beautiful smiles

Let us help bring your mouth
to optimum health and beauty
through non-surgical laser gum
therapy and metal-free dentistry.
We are a small private office
with emphasis on comfort, personal attention, and restoring
the natural beauty of your teeth.
We practice conser vative replacement of mercury containing
fillings, keeping the maximum
amount of your natural t e e t h
in tact and strengthening them
with biocompatible materials.

Your visit to the dentist does
not need to be a stressful one.
Please ask us about our extensive
comfort menu to make sure your
visit is as stress-free as possible.
We offer digital X-rays which uses
90% less radiation.
We now have VELscope, a safe
bluelight oral cancer screening system, the latest in technology in detecting abnormalities before they
become something of concern.
As part of our holistic approach to
dentistry, we now provide completely

natural oxygen/ozone therapy. This
therapy can enhance outcomes in
all aspects of dentistry, including
cavities treatment with minimal to
no driling.

Jeffry S. Kerbs, D.D.S.

Loma Linda University Graduate 1983
240 S. Hickory, Suite 207
Escondido, CA 92025

(760) 746-3663
We invite you to visit our website

www.drjkerbs.com

RETREATS
Inner Journeys

Spiritual Day Retreats & Healing Vacations
in Beautiful Sedona, Arizona
“Experiences guided by Spirit…
“Allow us to support your personal
healing & spiritual growth through
private, individualized & spiritually
guided services & ceremonies.
Feel the difference in both quality
& care as we personally serve
as your healing guides
from start to finish.”
-Kurt & Mariposa

SEDONA, AZ

…powerful medicine for the Soul!”

Our services include:

♥ Spiritual Vortex Tours
♥ Personal Healing Ceremonies
♥ Empowerment Sessions
♥ Medicine Wheel Teachings
♥ Karma Clearing
♥ Soul-recovery
♥ Native American Ceremonies
♥ Angel Medicine
♥ Spiritual Massage Therapy
♥ Life Purpose Acceleration
♥ And More!

Inner Journeys is continually
hosting single, multi-day, &
weeklong spiritual retreats for
singles, couples, & girl get-a-ways.
Contact us today to discuss retreat
options or to schedule one of our
healing services ala carte!

(928) 282-1706
www.sedona-spiritualretreats.com
kurt@innerjourneys.us

Weekly Meditations & Inspirational Services




               
                  

“The more you feel peace in meditation, the closer you are to God.”

—Paramahansa Yogananda, author of Autobiography of A Yogi

The timeless, scientific methods
of Kriya Yoga meditation taught by
Paramahansa Yogananda help dissolve the inner barriers between
you and the infinite Peace that is
your divine essence.
Each week monks of the Self-Realization Order lead inspirational
services focused on meditation and
spiritual ideals for everyday living.
By applying these principles, you
can create a life of lasting happiness and harmony in body, mind,
and soul.

We would love
to have you join us!

EVERY SUNDAY & THURSDAY
• Pacific Palisades
www.lakeShrine.org
• Hollywood
www.hollywoodTemple.org
• Glendale
www.glendaleTemple.org
• Fullerton
www.fullertonTemple.org

• Encinitas
www.encinitasTemple.org
• San Diego
www.sandiegoTemple.org
• Phoenix
www.phoenixTemple.org
To learn more about the teachings of Paramahansa Yogananda,
please visit the SRF home page at
www.yogananda-srf.org or call
our Los Angeles headquarters:

(323) 225-2471

We Care Holistic Health Spa and Fasting Retreat
Rejuvenate your
Body & Mind

WE CARE

Spa

JUICE FASTING &
S P I R I T U A L R E T R E AT

All natural Liquid fasting Program, consisting of organic
raw vegetable juices, soups,
herbal teas, water and lemon
and products such as spirulina,
chlorella wheat grass, barley,
psyllium and minerals...
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As well as:
• Lymphatic Stimulation
Massages
• Digestive Release
• Colon Hygiene
• Yoga, Meditation, Spiritual
	Healing, Energy Work,
Breath work
• Nutrition and Vegetarian
Cooking Classes
• Mineral Bath Passes

(Since 1986)

We Care Spa has been teaching
nutrition and the principals of how
to nurture a healthy life style for
over 19 years.
All this and more to help you feel
vibrant and Healthy!
Call Now For a free Brochure

(800) 888-2523 (760) 251-2261
Limited Accommodations

www.wecarespa.com

email: info@wecarespa.com
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The Physics of
Sound...
(Continued from page 11)

all cancers were caused by
bacteria and/or viruses) with
high-frequency vibrations. He
developed a microscope that
allowed him to observe these
pathogens, and then he worked
with high-frequency vibrations
to find the correct frequencies
for destroying them. Whether
his treatment of those with
cancer still holds true or not,
his work with high-frequency
sound was incredible.
Recently, we were sent a link
to a video for a TEDx Talk by
Professor Anthony Holland, a
musician-scientist at Skidmore
College, discussing his work
shattering cancer cells and bacteria with high-frequency vibrations. Among other things, the
video has some astonishing visuals of this phenomenon occurring. It truly demonstrates
the power of sound to heal.
Many of us are familiar

with the use of high-frequency sound, called ultrasound,
to construct images of babies
in utero. These ultrasonic frequencies are also often used to
disintegrate kidney stones. The
possibilities don’t stop there.
For example, Jeff Elias, M.D., of
the University of Virginia’s medical school is using ultrasound
to treat Parkinson-like tremors.
We first heard of his work on
the national nightly news.
Dr. Elias was treating an elderly woman with such bad
shaking from tremors that she
could not write her name with
any sort of legibility. Using an
fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging) to view her
brain, Dr. Elias trained a beam
of highly focused sound energy
on the area of the brain where
damage had occurred. The procedure lasted less than a minute. About ten minutes later, the
woman was asked to sign her
name, and her script was lovely
and legible.
Any surgery to address the
woman’s tremors would have

ESSAYS BY COLUMNIST & WRITER
ROBERT ROSS

From The Isle of Serendip

been extensive, and recovery
would have taken close to six
months. In contrast, the ultrasound treatment was brief and
noninvasive, and the woman’s
recovery time was almost instantaneous. It was astonishing. The reporter covering the
story asked Dr. Elias what other conditions might be treated
with sound. He suggested that
there were many different possibilities. What is perhaps most
significant about the work of
Professor Holland and Dr. Elias
is that it has been filmed, which
vividly validates the power of
sound to heal and transform.

Jonathan Goldman, M.A., is an
award-winning musician, composer,
writer, teacher, and chant master. An
authority on sound healing and a pioneer in the field of harmonics, he is
the author of several books, including
Healing Sounds, and the founder and
director of the Sound Healers Association. Andi Goldman, M.A., L.P.C.,
is a licensed psychotherapist specializing in holistic counseling and sound
therapy, the director of the Healing
Sounds Seminars, co-director of the
Sound Healers Association, and coauthor, with Jonathan Goldman, of
Chakra Frequencies. The authors live
in Boulder, Colorado.

Reach A
Targeted
Market of
Over 200,000
Readers!
Distributed in
Southern California,
some areas of
Arizona, New Mexico
and Hawaii
For Advertising

Information
Call (714) 283-3385
awarenessmag.com
“Sit back and relax as the author takes
you on a magnificent tour”
-- Avery Kerr, author of Sacred Objects
Available Online at Amazon
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facebook.com/
awarenessmagazine
twitter.com/awarenessinfo
instagram.com/
awarenessmagazine8442

The ‘Real”
King Arthur...
(Continued from page 15)

imagine it as a permanent seat
of government.
Number 1 Glastonbury
and its Tor
One of the most evocative
places associated with Arthur’s
legend is Avalon, the last resting place of Arthur because it is
where he sleeps until called back
to save Britain again. Tradition
associates Avalon with the Somerset town of Glastonbury, the
long-time home of the five day
music and arts festival. Originally
called Yniswyddin, a Welsh word
meaning the Island of Glass, it
was later rendered into its Saxon
name of Glastonbury.
It is claimed that Joseph
of Arimathea came with his
fourteen year old nephew, the
Christ child, to explore the
world centre of Druidism and
to show him its wonders. Joseph, who owned a tin mine
in Cornwall and another in the
Mendip Hills, picked up his
metal from the trading port of
Yniswyddin. After Jesus’ resurrection, Joseph returned with
companions bearing the Grail.
Then he set about to build one
of the first Christian churches in
the world. In Arthur’s time, Joseph’s church still existed and
the King insisted that Uther be
buried to the right of what is
now the Lady Chapel because
Joseph was supposedly buried
to the left of its stone altar. Arthur and Guinevere were buried
beside Uther and have been dug
up a few times to prove their existence. I believe their bodies
are long gone although the very
tall skeleton they found during
one exhumation in 1119 could
have been dear old Uther.
The Chalice Well below the
Tor is the legendary resting
place of the cup used by Jesus at
the Last Supper and it is one of
many attractions here. No matter what you believe, Glastonbury is still a place of wonder,
a place of healing and a realm
of peace.
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Families and Music Aficionados
Flocked to Topanga Days

Grand Marshal Wendie Malick kicked off the Topanga Days
Memorial Day Parade with her imitable Topanga style.
Photo courtesy of Mark Itzigsohn.

In its 44th year, Topanga
Days, the three-day familyfriendly festival took place
over Memorial Day Weekend
to crowds filled with a vibrant
spirit of Topanga. This fun-filled
fundraiser continued to draw
a diverse group of people together through an eclectic mix
of musical acts. With plenty
of activities that were fun for
all ages plus local artists and
vendors, food and the outrageous and whacky Memorial
Day parade. This year’s musi-

cal lineup featured the enduring ‘70s psychedelic rock band
Jefferson Starship on Saturday
and L.A.’s legendary Ozomatli.
The lineup also included: The
Brothers Gage, Deb Ryder, Few
Miles South, Greenhorn Brothers, Hard Shine Blues Band,
Kummerspeck, No Small Children, Raised on TV, Soluzion,
The Blue Dolphins, Venice and
Whiskey Sunday.
Founded in 1973 by actors, writers, artists, musicians, and nature-lovers, who
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called Topanga Canyon home,
Topanga Days began as a grassroots fundraiser to support the
Topanga Community House.
Today, residents remain a mix
of artists, families, professionals
and free spirits. Music aficionados, ranging from Millennials
to Boomers, flocked to the annual event nestled in the Santa
Monica Mountains to enjoy art
and craft booths, belly dancing,
and more than 25 musical acts
performing on two stages over
the three days. With plenty of
activities for kids—from creative face painting to a Kids’
Zone with various games, a
playground, giant slide, and
bounce house—this event made
the perfect family outing.
Madcap games and contests
with names like Three-Legged
Race, Baby Derby, Bubble
Gum Blowing Contest, Egg
Russian Roulette, Cherry Seed
Spitting, and the notorious
Pie Eating Contest, made for
inter-generational excitement.
A highlight of the weekend
was the Memorial Day Parade

which took place on Monday
morning, May 29th. As always,
the parade has an unabashed
stream of floats, cars, horses, dogs, kids, fire trucks and
more. This year’s Grand Marshal was Wendie Malick, the
actress best known for her starring roles in Hot in Cleveland
and Just Shoot Me!. Ms. Malick lead the parade of dancing,
prancing and singing in tribute
to and remembrance of those
in the armed forces who gave
their lives for their country.
The parade ended at the entrance of the Topanga Community Center, where the festival
continued with a flag raising
ceremony honoring members
of the military, and local teen
powerhouse Gabbi Beauvais
who sang the National Anthem.
On Monday, all members of the
armed forces, past and present,
with military I.D. received free
entrance to the Festival..
Fo o d f a r e ra n g e d f r o m
BBQ and Pizza to Mexican
(Continued on page 24)
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By Chris L. Thompson

Living a spiritual life in
a material world: Four
Keys to fulfillment and
balance
By Anna Gatmon, PhD
This insightful work by Dr.
Anna Gatmon is a result of her
life story and the excerpts of
sessions with some of her clients. While exploring her own
spirituality, she discovered the
Four Keys and this became the
subject of her doctoral dissertation. This is the result of her
ongoing research. The book is
divided into three sections. The
first section, Reclaiming your
Spiritual Birthright, documents
the author’s journey and gives
examples of what it would look
like if we all “integrated spiritual teachings into our daily
lives.” The second section gives
instruction in the Four Keys:
Expansive Presence, Attentive
Listening, Inspired Action, and
Faith-Filled Knowing. The third
section, Accelerating Your Spiritual Development, is about to
implementation and commitment to using the Four Keys
daily. This book is a manual
on strengthening the relationship with the Divine that surrounds us.

many things from Jing. But a
lot would be forgotten at the
start of adolescence and Jing
would leave. During this time,
Bob would take another path
down the road of music but it
would eventually lead to a crisis. A chance encounter with a
campus officer would result in
his education in Transcendental Meditation. This along with
a near death experience would
allow him to temporarily ascend to a higher plane of existence. Touring with the Beach
Boys, working at LoveSong
Productions, and then on an
organic farm would not slack
his attempt to return to this
higher plane. Several return
trips would lead to the knowledge enclosed in these pages.
Robert’s mission: to use love
with other acquired knowledge
to empower us and change the
course of humanity. This book
is a journey well taken.

Published by One08 Publishing
Company www.one08.net

Available from local booksellers
and online.

The Real Meaning of the

F Word: Forgiveness as
a Path to Freedom
By Clara Leon-Naum
In this book, forgiveness is
the key to self healing . Clara
Naum gives us the key by sharing her story as well as a few
of her clients’ stories. There
are three stages or three Fs in
this process. The first stage is
F**k It! This stage allows you
to acknowledge the painful
event and lets you express your
feelings in a healthy way. The
second stage is Full-Spectrum
Forgiving. The majority of the
work will be done in this stage.
You will learn to separate yourself from the pain, shame, or
anger related to an event.There
are several exercises to help
you progress through this stage.
They are not easy and you may
have to repeat them over a long
period of time . However, it
is crucial to do this in order to
reach the last stage; Freedom.
This great textbook on forgiveness has inspiring stories that
will motivate all who read it.
Published by Clara Leon-Naum
www.claranaum.com
Available from local booksellers
and online.

Treasure Hunt: Follow
Your Inner Clues to
Find True Success
By Rizwan Virk
This is the newest book by
high-tech entrepreneur and the
best-selling author Rizwan Virk.

In this work, he tells us how
his intuition has guided him
along the path to a multitude
of successes. The various clues
he has received created a virtual treasure map for him to
follow. Most successful people
use their intuition regularly.
Rizwan Virk is here to tell us
how to tap into that intuition
and reap the rewards.
There are many forms of intuition: Hunches, inner voices, dreams, synchronicity, deja
vu, and internal sensation (i.e.
funny feelings.) The first part of
this text explores ways to collect your own personal clues
and gives rules to help recognize them. There are cases
studies and exercises to help
you. The second part of this
book teaches you the clue lifecycle; a navigational system to
help you stay on the path that
the clues are showing you. It
will help you see when to take
action.
Besides referencing ancient
cultures and modern nonwestern ones, he examines a
scientific source for intuition.
Eastern cultures along with Native American cultures are no
strangers to using intuitive vehicles in everyday life.
This book will interest anyone who is searching for a new
path or looking for a breakthrough on their current one.
(Continued on page 25)

Published by She Writes Press
www.shewritespress.com
Available at local booksellers and
online.

Love is The Power: One
Man’s Journey to Heal
the Heart of Humanity
by Robert O. Williams
This journey starts as many
do... at the beginning. In the
beginning, Robert Odus Williams was born.
He entered childhood like
the rest of us. But unlike most,
he was sensitive. He would see
“nature spirits” and befriend
one named Jing. He learned
SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2017
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By Audrey Hope

The Salvation of Desire
Intent, passion - the push of the heart, the call of the soul, the
pangs of a dream will carry you.
The hope beyond despair, the vision that haunts, the hunger
despite all logic, the faith that surpasses all understanding will sustain you.
Embrace desire, it is God’s voice in your ear.
When you know what you want, really certain of what you
want, you have enough ammunition and fire to shoot down arrows of failure. This is because the golden pot at the rainbow’s
edge, will give meaning to every tiny moment of your life.
Your eyes will be able to stretch far enough over mediocrity
and pain.
In the clarification of a goal, you can suspend all petty details
and save your life.
No one who has a single purpose, focused and sure will ever
lose.
Every day you can begin at the beginning and begin again.
Every sunrise you can choose to ignite your big truth and let
go of your little life.
The long road with spectacular color is what you can hold on
to and you can discard, rip up other snapshots that don’t fit
the picture.

When life gets tough, when love seems to falter, when disappointment bangs at your door,
when God seems to have left, you can find peace in your purpose.
The dream will never betray you or let you down, because it is
your art, created by you and is the reason for breath.
In search of your treasure, every hour could be luminous, because the steps are part of the dream you would find.
Your day’s fight is to overlook what interferes with the accomplishment of your mission.
The distractions, the people, places and things will stop its importance and transform into a tiny balloon that you can send
off into the breeze.
In preparation of a grand dream is your salvation.
Vision, and love for your goal will shift and replace all wandering thoughts.
You will be able to select beauty and veil all ugliness.
You will be able to change your mind in an instant.
Passion brings the healing of despair.
The power of wanting is a gift.
It will spring you to your feet, conquer your battles, allay your
fears, fulfill your heart and keep you young.
Awaken to the desire in your soul.
Say truly, “I am the fulfilled activity and sustaining power of
every beautiful thing I desire”
Desire is the energy of heaven here on earth, especially when
it includes peace and majesty for all.
Audrey Hope is a spiritual counselor and host/producer of
R E A L WO M E N , a n i n t e r n a t i o n a l awa rd - w i n n i n g t a l k s h ow d e d i c a t e d t o l i f e - a l t e r i n g p e r s p e c t i ve s . Vi s i t : a s k a u d r ey n ow. c o m a u
dreyhope.com and www.youtube.com/audreyhopenow Her CD, The High
Voltage Hope System, is available on amazon.com

Topanga Days...
(Continued from page 21)

and Thai Vegan, with oldfashioned Kettle Corn, funnel
cakes, ice cream, smoothies
and much more. There was be
beer, wine and their popular
sangria bar, too.
Founded in 1949, the Topanga Community Center is a notfor-profit 501(c)(3) organization
dedicated to the improvement
and preservation of the Topanga Community House and its
surrounding grounds. 2017
marks an official name change
from the Topanga Community
Club to the Topanga Community Center to better reflect the
organization’s mission to serve
the community with low-cost
programs for children and seniors. Topanga Days is its main
fundraiser of the year.
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By Robert Ross

On
Self-Publishing
Writing often reminds me of
the sixteenth-century fairy tale
of three Persian princesses on
the island of Serendip. At each
turn, they make wondrous discoveries by accident and have
a magical adventure, filled with
unexpected surprises.

Twenty-four years ago, I
submitted an article to Awareness Magazine on the joys of
ocean swimming and its effect
on my spirit. Awareness said
yes to the submission and yes
to a bi-monthly column titled
“Reflexions.” My own magical
writing adventure, filled with
unexpected surprises, began.
This year, I compiled my
favorite pieces, spanning decades, into a collection titled:
From the Isle of Serendip. The
book, divided into sections,
covers travel, fitness, adventures, unwelcome events, aging, and tributes.
The idea of publishing a col-

lection of essays germinated
in my writers’ group. In the
group my writing confidence
flourished, and the knowledge,
because of the latest printing
technology, a book project is
doable, fueled a desire to see
my work posted on the world’s
largest bookseller, Amazon.
I dusted off old articles, polished them up, and asked the
obvious, “Now what?” What
about the cover, the guts of the
book, layout, fonts, visual presentation? How does it all go
from my computer to Amazon?
I strolled local bookstores,
examined covers and fonts.
Scanned the internet for a cover photo that would jump out
and say to the average reader:
“Read me, this is a thought-provoking collection of essays.”
As weeks turned to months,
I honed the details of the project, asking “What was I trying
to say with the cover? The title,
the choice of essays?”
Earnest Hemingway rewrote
the final page of A Farewell to
Arms thirty-nine times. Only
thirty-nine times? I thought. I
could see the faint glow of a
finish line, but work was needed, so I wrote, rewrote, moved
things around and edited. On
any given day, my thoughts
looked like a hurricane going
through a trailer park – bits and
pieces flying in all directions.
Time for help. I met with
a typesetter who knew every
aspect of publishing. With
an agreement in place, and
a cover designer chosen, the
path to publishing brightened.
Createspace, a division of Amazon, would be my publishing
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platform. My understanding
of the book publishing world
mushroomed.
CreateSpace provides free
tools to help writers self-publish and distribute books. It’s
the fastest, least expensive option, compared to the big city
publishing houses. But be forewarned, it’s a bit daunting, like
learning to tie shoelaces for the
first time.
I sent my typesetter completed pieces, he changed the font,
did some tweaking, and sent
them back for approval with the
warning: no matter how perfect
you think a piece is, there will
always be “word-os,” as he
called them, mistakes that happen in the printing process.
Sitting down with my typesetter reminded me of a physics class I took in college. I
nodded my head a lot, commenting, “yep, oh sure, hmm,
yeah, got it,” while scribbling
unintelligible notes. Leaving
the meeting, my usual thought:
What the heck did he say?”
However, these baby steps
were adding up. Soon five
proofs of the book arrived on
my doorstep, and my spirit
soared. More editing, but the
finish line, clearly in sight. The
culmination of decades of observing, reflecting and writing,
only days away from being officially posted on Amazon.
As a part of the process,
proofs were handed out for reviews. San Diego writer Morris Crisci, author of Golda, May
You Someday Rest in Peace,
stated: “These are exquisite
gems, first mined, then carefully shaped and polished by
Ross, not only as reflections of
his life’s experiences but as offerings to those who choose to
relish them.”
Writer, Christopher Britton,
author of Paybacks and No
More Forever voiced his opinion: “Mr. Ross writes with a
lover’s tenderness and deliberation for things we take largely
for granted in this what-haveyou-done-for-me-lately world.
Writer Avery Kerr, author of
Sacred Objects, added a review
for the back cover of the book:

“Sit back and relax while this author takes you on a magnificent
tour. Whether detailing travels
or offering insight, he inspires,
entertains, and informs.”
More editing, and another
meeting with my typesetter,
where he again explained the
book launching process. I nodded my head, as usual, assuring him I was totally on top of
how this all worked … kind of.
We set a price for the book, did
some ancillary things involved in
publishing, combined PDF files,
pushed the send button, and …
my dream became reality.
From the Isle of Serendip,
by Robert Ross is available at
Amazon.com
Copyright 2017, by Robert Ross,
all rights reserved
Robert Ross can be reached at:
SanDiegoRoss@yahoo.com

Book Reviews...
(Continued from page 23)
Published by Watkins, an imprint
of Watkins Media Limited www.wat
kinspublishing.com
Available from local booksellers
and online.
Chris L. Thompson is a freelance
p h o t o g ra p h e r a n d d o c u m e n t a ry
filmmaker who makes his home
with his family in Sacramento.

“All is well in my world.
Everything is working out
for my highest good. Out
of this situation only good
will come. I am safe!”
— Louise Hay

“I like to think that the
power within me that
breathes in my body is the
same power that provides
all that I need, and just
as easily and simply. The
Universe is lavish and
abundant, and it is our
birthright to be supplied
with everything we need,
unless we choose to
believe it to the contrary.”

— Louise Hay
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CALENDAR
of

Calendars are $2.00 per word, minimum $30.00. Phone numbers
with area code, websites, and e-mails are considered as one word;
hyphenated words are considered as two words. Please e-mail your
listing to: Yolanda@awarenessmag.com Deadline is October 15.

ONGOING

SEPTEMBER

OVERWHELMED! — Feeling
helpless, confused, exhausted?
VERNON HOWARD’s tremendous truths offer a NEW not
merely different life for you.
Experience CALM COMMAND
at home, work, with friends or
alone. Classes: Fridays 8 PM,
Sundays 10 AM, NewLife, 5785
Westminster Blvd., Westminster;
Wednesdays, 7:30 PM, Neighborhood Church, Pasadena. $3
donation (714) 899-9300. www.
anewlife.org

September 16, Saturday 9 a.m.
to noon Join over 60,000 Californians as we come together to
cleanup our state’s beaches and
waterways. Reuse those plastic
bags and buckets. Bring your
own bags/buckets and gloves
to coastal cleanup day 2017
https://oceanconservancy.org/
trash-free-seas/internationalcoastal-cleanup/

Transmission Medit at ion
Meditate to serve the world
and enhance your own spiritual growth. Groups meet weekly throughout SoCal. Safe, scientific, extremely potent and
always free. Talk & meditation
every month at Santa Monica
Library. (310)444-2978, SoCal@share-international.us,
www.Share-International.us/
west
Learn to share your thoughts.
Perfect your public speaking
skills with like minded seekers
at Spiritual Well Being Toastmasters club. We meet the 1st
and 3rd Sunday at 9742 Flower St. Bellflower, CA. Contact
s.m.cameron@hotmail.com

Monday, Nov 13th, 7:30 p.m.
‘8 Great Spiritual Facts of Life’.
Hiromi Duet featuring Edmar
Castañeda. Appearing for the
first time in a duet format, the
remarkable jazz pianist Hiromi
joins forces with harpist Edmar Castañeda for an electrifying collaboration. “The first
time I heard Edmar, I simply
said ‘WOW!’” declared Hiromi. “Hiromi is one of the
most remarkable pianists of the
past half century.” - All Music.
Edmar Castañeda is “almost a
world unto himself.” - The New
York Times The Broad Stage
1310 11th St, Santa Monica, CA
90401 (310) 434-3200

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER
Saturday, Nov 18th, 7-8:30 pm
‘8 Great Spiritual Facts of Life’.
We’re entering a new era on
planet Earth, and the changes
are coming soon! Counselor
and meditation facilitator Dick
Larson talks about laws of life
that will illuminate our path
and help us through the coming
transformation. Learning Light
Fdn., Room 130, 1212 East Lincoln Ave, Anaheim 92805. Info:
(310)444-2978.

DECEMBER
DECEMBER 1 - 3 Animal Communication Workshop. Friday
evening Talk $20. Program details and Early Bird November
17: www.DianaDelMonte.com

JANUARY
SAT + SUN January 27 - 28
AKASHIC RECORDS PRACTITIONER CERTIFICATION,
with Barbara Schiffman, LA /
Burbank, 10am - 7pm. Access
our collective Soul-dimension
for guidance, direction, evolution via Linda Howe’s Pathway
Prayer Process. Register: (818)
415-3479. Info: www.YourLifeandSoul.com, www.Meetup.
com/AkashicLA

NOVEMBER / DECEMBER
CALENDAR ADS
DEADLINE
OCTOBER 15

For PRINT & WEB
Advertising
Information
Call

PLEASE
RECYCLE

(714) 283-3385
HELP SAVE LIVES!
SHARE YOUR LOVE
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Reach A
Targeted
Market
Over
200,000
Readers!

Awareness is also
available online.
awarenessmag.com

Unsafe drinking water kills a
child every 20 seconds in Ghana, Africa. You can help save
lives! Donate today. Visit www.
ruralwateraidinternational.org

facebook.com/
awarenessmagazine
twitter.com/awarenessinfo
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CLASSIFIED
ds

Classifieds are $2.00 per word, min. $30.00.
Please e-mail to: Yolanda@awarenessmag.com
Deadline October 15.

A

AKASHIC RECORDS
TRAININGS

Spiritual Singles Join the
oldest, largest, exclusively
conscious dating site. Our
members are amazing! www.
SpiritualSingles.com

ACCURATE CLAIRVOYANT
PSYCHIC (800) 457-8867
Reasonable Rates. http://www.
EileenAngelReadings.com
Ask About Free Astrological
Natal Report. VIC, INC.

EMPLOYMENT

mattresses
SCRIPPS NATURAL MATTRESS
Carlsbad Showroom

All - natural mattresses and
organic bedding for babies,
kids and adults. (760) 7209111. scrippsnatural.com

HEALING
Herpes symptoms, long term
relief, nail fungus, age spots,
acne iwth Himalayan Oil for
instructions call (212) 8778779 Visit: Iroquion.com

MEDICAL OFFICES
FOR LEASE
Medical Offices for lease in
Huntington Beach. 500, 1200
and 2000 sq. ft. Low rate, two
months free rent. (866) 7422824 or (714) 557-0402

HOLISTIC LIFE
COACHING
Improve relationships, manage stress, create work/life
balance, improve self-esteem,
Life Purpose coaching. 25
years experience. junelifecoach.com (949) 707-0016

bETTER HEALTh
Hair Mineral Analysis Testing
by CNC. Determines mineral
deficiencies and imbalances.
Identifies Heavy Metal Toxicity. Comprehensive Test $85.
Call Ron at 1(800) 229-3376

mEDITATION
I would like to join a meditation group, or if there is
interest to form a meditation
group in the Upland and Ontario area. Call and leave a
message (909) 781-9221

INNER PEACE
CONSULTANT

books and MUSIC
CHIROPRACTOR

Just Released!

Teachings of the Ascended
Masters for the modern age.
First in a 5 Volume Series,
Volume 1 includes Dictations from Ascended Masters Saint-Germain, Sanat
Kumara, Beloved El Morya,
Beloved Kuthumi, Lord Maitreya, Beloved Lanello, Master Godfre and many others.
Available now on Amazon.
www.sirius-eng.net or stop
by booth #305 at the Conscious Life Expo in Los Angeles, February 2017.

intuitivE

Dr. Dale’s Wellness Center
Corporate Sales Opportunities
Available. Email Resume to
Vena@wellnesscenter.net

Learn to access your Soul’s
energy-archive for guidance,
healing, spiritual evolution
with Linda Howe’s Pathway
Prayer Process. Call for info
on Akashic Records Practitioner Certification weekends,
LA area. Also private Akashic
Readings or Tarot Soul-Coaching (phone, Skype or in-person) with Barbara Schiffman,
ARCT. (818) 415-3479, www.
YourLifeandSoul.com

“WORDS of WISDOM.
Volume 1: Messages of
Ascended Masters”
by
the Messenger
Tatyana N. Mickushina

DATING

WELLNESS PLANS
FULL SPINE ALIGNMENT

Dr. Emley treats patients in
Laguna Beach offering chiropractic, homeopathic and
na-turopathic services. Est a b l i s h e d since 1988, his
emphasis is on mind/body/
spirit connection. Call (949)
494-7330 or email joeemley@
live.com, www.dremley.com
CHIROPRACTIC PLANS
Individual & Family Chiropractic care are proven and
scientifically documented! Enroll today, see a credentialed
chiropractor tomorrow! Enrollment http://www.buychiroinsurance.com/?ID=BA00009
contact: dalpertinsurance@
yahoo.com (310)836-5233

SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2017

Learn to free yourself from
emotional suffering and find
inner peace. Call Joseph (818)
667-4333. www.josephsala.
com

SPIRITUAL
DEVELOPMENT

intuitivE
S O U L M AT E / B U S I N E S S /
PERSONAL/READINGS Departed Loved Ones/Past Lives
Judy Hevenly (310) 820-7280
Visa/MC. Top 100 Psychics in
America, “Ent. Tonite, CNN.”
http://www.judyhevenly.com
(Conferences/Social Functions)
Psychic Phone Readings by
David Champion. Honest
-- Accurate -- Affordable. 30
minutes, $45. (1.50 per minute) Payable by credit card.
Toll-free (757) 708-1182.
(EDT) Check me out at David
champion.com.
NOVEMBER / DECEMBER
CLASSIFIED ADS
DEADLINE
OCTOBER 15

ASTARA …
A PLACE OF LIGHT
Who am I ?
Why am I here?
Where did I come from?
Where am I going?
What is God?
If you are searching for
something “Deeper”….
Come to Astara, for Mystery School Teachings for
a New Generation. Learn
the Secrets of the Ages
revealed in the Eight Degree Lessons offered by
the founders of Astara and
channeled only by them.
Write, Call or Visit ….
www.astara.org/
secretsrevealed
(909) 948-7412
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